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Risky Play Helps Children Develop 
Physical and Emotional Skills

Risky play is any thrilling and exciting activity that involves a risk of
physical injury. Risky play is essential for children as it provides

opportunities for challenge, testing limits, and exploring boundaries. 

Risky Play 

6 Types of Risky Play 

Play with great heights
Play with high speeds
Play with harmful or dangerous tools
Play near dangerous elements
Rough and tumble play 
Play where children can get lost/disappear 
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Kids want, and need,
 risky play.

We can use Behaviour
Wayfinding to help us
navigate how to teach
and support our Little
Mouses in risky play.

Behaviour Wayfinding Framwork 

What is the task?
Do they understand?
Do they have the skills?
Are they motivated?
Do they have a calm body?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.



Do they UNDERSTAND?

Do they have the
SKILLS?

Children NEED to climb – it is an inherent aspect of their development. We
need to give them safe and appropriate things to climb on. Rather than
thinking of “Spider-Man”, we want them to see adults who model safe

climbing practices. Show them videos of safe climbing – harness, helmet,
clothing and a spotter. All people are supervised while they climb. For

children, the “spotter” needs to be on the ground and their whole job is
watching the climber.

 
 

1. Playing with Great Heights

Assessing Safety

Is the height taller than them?
Can they climb up on their own?
Squatting, sitting vs standing up – how does
perspective change?
What kind of shoes are they wearing?
What kind of clothing? Can they move freely? 
How does the things they are climbing feel?
(Slippery? Rough? Shaky? Stable?) 
Where are they landing? (Soft, Hard) 
Where is your spotter? We do not climb alone. 

We can help our Little Mouses understand height
by asking them questions that focus on awareness:

Gross motor planning (plan to “get down” or
what happens next)
Visual perception/ scanning skills
Practice jumping and superhero landings
from low heights 
Create controlled environments for climbing 
 (playground equipment, climbing walls and
steep hills)
Ask your body how it feels 

Climbing Skills



Do they UNDERSTAND?

Do they have the
SKILLS?

Our bodies feel different when we are moving fast and our control over them
changes. Going fast sometimes calms children's bodies, but sometimes it can

also elicit big feelings, like fear. Playing with great speeds often looks like:
jumping off the swings, going down slides, rolling down hills, running, biking

and wanting to roll down the windows in the car. 
 
 
 
 

2. Playing with Great Speed

•Our bodies are harder to control when we go fast
•Activities become more dangerous the faster we go (speed = risk)
•Experiment with lack of control in controlled ways so children can
experience how going fast feels in their body 

Risk of Speed

Emotional Regulation 

Spinning really fast and then try walking
Running fast and stopping on a specific line or marker
Tongue twisters
Throwing water balloons fast vs slow (what happens to the water balloon?)

To help build these skills, we can practice our skills with more controlled activities like:



Do they UNDERSTAND?

Tools

Kids can explore the toy and experiment using it in different ways 
Is used freely by children (the toy doesn’t need supervision, but the
child might)
Toys help our bodies be calm

Toys

3.Playing with Harmful Tools

Tools vs. Toys 

Most children have an inherent curiosity about tools from watching us use them.
Common tools that we use, that children will want to emulate:
Kitchen appliances (blender, coffee machine, mixer), scissors,

hammers/screwdrivers/drills, gardening tools (clippers, shovels, trowels, axe), knives 

Is used for a specific purpose at a specific time
Needs a grownup to help/supervise
Anyone could hurt themselves using the tool (even grownups) 
Tools need calm bodies

The first thing your Little Mouse needs to understand about harmful tools is what is a tool and
how do I use it? To help your Little Mouse understand and remember these things we can use a
common phrase. A common phrase is a simple and repetitive phrase we use to teach and
communicate tasks to children. The phrase we can use for harmful tools is: "is it a tool or a toy?"

How do you Carry a Tool? 

One of the first skills to teach children when using tools is how to carry them. You carry a tool at
your hip, like a sword! “Pin” the tool to your side, sharp side down. This is a great way to carry
tools like scissors, knives, shovels or gardening tools. The common phrase we can use when we
teach children how to carry tools is to say "like a sword". 



Do they have the
SKILLS?

Children practice the skills they need for tools by playing with
toys (not by practicing with tools). We can help them develop the
skills they need by playing with them and being mindful of how
we can strengthen their abilities. 

Play Develops Skills

Simplify the Task
 

Skills like impulse control, fine motor skills, focus, and receptive language, are all essential for
children to safely learn and use harmful tools. We can still support children in using tools when
they have not mastered these skills by simplifying the task. We can make a task easier by giving
children a part of the task of using a tool (like carrying it to you to use, or turning it on) or using
hand over hand (putting your hand over theirs to guide them).

If a child says they are not comfortable or if they seem nervous or
upset, do not “push them” to carry or use a tool. A child needs a "calm
body" to use a tool. Skill development happens when children are calm,
happy and engaged, so it is important that caregivers help their Little
Mouses be aware of their emotions when working with tools. 

Calm Bodies Grow Skills 



Abstinence is NOT best. Are you comfortable and confident? This
workshop is NOT a water/fire safety course. You need to be

comfortable around these things in order to supervise them. If you do
not know how to swim or cannot start a fire, these are not good risky

play scenarios for your kids.
 

Do they UNDERSTAND?

4. Playing with Dangerous Elements
(Fire and Water)

 Water 

Is it deep?
Can you see the bottom?
What is the bottom made of? Sand? Rock? Mud?
Is it moving fast?
Drop a leaf in the water, how fast is it moving?
Put your hand in the water, can you feel it moving between your fingers?
Is it wide?
Can you throw a rock to the other side?
Can you throw a stick into the middle of it? What happens to the stick? Does it stay still or
move? 
Is it cold?
Are you alone?
Where is your grown up? Can you see them? Can you hear them?

Fostering understanding about water starts with building awareness about the nature of
water. We can help by asking questions and engaging our Little Mouses in conversation:  

 Fire  

There a few things about fire that children need to know:

Everything around the fire is hot, not just the flame (logs sticking out, fire pit, etc.)

Fire is a chemical reaction that needs 3 things live:
1.Spark 
2.Food
3.Air 

 Fire wants to do to 2 things which we need to watch for:
1.Eat everything to grow big
2.Make babies! Send out sparks to make little baby fires 



Do they have the
SKILLS?

Water

Experience and play with different sensations when they are in controlled environments
(lazy river at the swimming pool, or putting their hands in really cold water in the sink).
Bring awareness to physical exertion of swimming
Model safe swimming practices (no night swimming, alcohol use, or rough-housing around
the water)
Remember to talk about how danger is universal (grownups get tired too, good swimmers
can make bad choices)

Children under 12 do not have the skills they need for water safety and can not supervise other
children around water. The most important skills we can work on with our Little Mouses is
water safety awareness. Bring awareness through:

Put up physical barriers around the fire
without creating tripping hazard 
Practice safe routes to walk around a fire
Practice putting a fire out – with water and by
smothering

Just like with water, the most important skills we
can work on with our Little Mouses is fire safety
awareness. 
We can help them build awareness by:

Many children do not have the skills they need in
order to “relax” around a fire.
A great activity to help them develop these skills is
to tell stories around the fire or sing songs.

Fire



Do they UNDERSTAND?

Do they have the
SKILLS?

Most kids want to “rough house”. Children are pretty naturally aggressive, and
rough housing helps build a lot of skills. Rough housing is a good way to teach
skills they will need as adults when it comes to consent and sharing physical
experiences with other people. Kids are likely to become very dysregulated
when they rough house but they need a calm body to continue rough and

tumble play and will need your help to take breaks to calm down. 
 
 
 

5. Rough and Tumble Play 

Just because children understand the limits of
rough housing does not mean that they are
able to follow them. To help them understand
boundaries and consent, practice rough play
with adults vs other children
•Verbal model that children need to ask for
rough play with their words, rather than with
their behaviour
•Teaching the subtly of consent (behaviour
needs to match words)
•Safe words (that are not "no" or "stop")

Consent and Boundaries

Using try again and modelling correct behaviour to ask for rough housing with their words
Stop during wrestling to “check in” – ask for a break - this helps develop skills like behaviour
inhibition and impulse control 
A great way to practice these skills is to pretend that you are an animal who cannot talk that
they are wrestling with, then they must cue you verbally
Remember to end the activity when things are going well, rather than waiting for things to go
wrong 

Rough housing is often emotionally dysregulating because it is so exciting and inherently
aggressive. Having a routine for calming our bodies after we rough house helps build awareness
and emotional regulation skills. Some ways that we can help build emotional regulation skills
during rough housing are:

Emotional Regulation 



Do they UNDERSTAND?

Do they have the
SKILLS?

Getting "lost” is experienced by the child, not by the caregiver; it is a feeling . The
desire to play with getting lost is represented in cultural myths about children being

raised in the wild and survival stories. “Free range” strategies are not the same as
“getting lost” risky play, and poses safety concerns. Children need to be supervised

in all public places (playgrounds and stores), including your vehicle. Proper
supervision is not “helicopter” parenting.

 
 
 
 

6. Playing with Getting Lost 

•Using visual markers for boundaries that are NOT
part of the natural environment (flags, traffic cone)
•Model the task for them: walk the perimeter
together, play on the equipment together
•Do not yell from the side lines, get up and go to
where they are: if they can’t see you, or you need to
raise your voice, you are too far away 
•Give specific positive feedback after the activity
about what they did well:
•You did such a great job stopping on the swings
and coming to me when I called you.
•You did fantastic staying in the boundaries! You
really paid attention to the stop sign we put up.

Boundaries 

Practice leaving an activity by calling them over to you, even when it is not time to go, and giving
them positive reinforcement for listening (do not give them another task to do)
Setting up controlled environments to play in – small ravines where you know the area and have
done a “site visit” 
Play hide and seek
Go on adventure walks where you get “lost”
Camping (even in your own backyard) is a great way to pretend you are lost in the wild
Children do not have the skills to keep themselves safe from being lost or abducted

Supervision 


